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I. Introduction
n a strapdown inertial navigation system, velocity integration algorithms are utilized for transformation and integration of the specific force acceleration sensed by accelerometers. Velocity integration routines have been formulated in many applications using a two-speed approach [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] , which was originally developed for attitude updating [6, 7] . The high-speed algorithm is used to account for high-frequency angular and linear oscillations that can rectify into systematic velocity buildup (traditionally denoted as sculling), and the moderate-speed algorithm executes the specific force integration based on inputs from the high-speed algorithm [2, 3] . In many instances, the moderate-speed algorithm is formulated with an approximate velocity rotation compensation term, which is typically limited to first-order accuracy under maneuvering conditions [1, 4] . Savage derived the exact velocity I solution under constant angular rate/specific force conditions and presented the concept of the exact velocity rotation compensation term, then recommended that for improved performance during maneuvers, the exact rotation compensation term be used to replace the approximate rotation compensation term [2] . However, the superiority of the velocity integration algorithm with the exact rotation compensation term under maneuvers over the one with the approximate rotation compensation term has not been analyzed. That is, the performance of the two algorithms under maneuvers has not been compared sufficiently yet. Using rate equations of rotation and velocity/position translation vectors, Savage presented a unified mathematical framework for strapdown integration algorithm design [3] . In the framework the moderate-speed velocity updating algorithm is exact under general motions, and inputs to the moderate-speed algorithm are high-speed numerical integration routines based on simplified versions of the exact rotation/translation vector rate equations. Three sets of simplified rate equations are given as examples of potential high-speed algorithms, "algorithm c" being the most accurate and commonly used. The error equation of "algorithm c" is derived from a Picard expansion solution and validated by a numerical test under a particular maneuver profile. However, the error equation has not been validated analytically nor compared with other velocity integration algorithms yet.
Maneuver motion is characterized by low-frequency angular rate and specific force with large amplitudes [2] , so errors under maneuvers of these classical velocity integration algorithms could be analyzed using time-ordered 
II. Taylor series expansion for the exact velocity integration algorithm
Following the development approach in [2, 8] 
Using Taylor series expansion for the trigonometric coefficients obtains
In order to derive the fifth order Taylor series of equation (1), its first five order derivatives should be calculated.
The r th order derivative of equation (1) 
The derivatives of components of equation (1) 
Then the derivatives of  at 1 m t  are used in the derivation of equation (4), and are shown as follows:
Finally, the fifth order Taylor series of the exact velocity integration algorithm is obtained, and shown as follows: 
Where the following identities are used [3] ,
The dot products of angular rate and its first derivative appearing in the derivation of equation (9) are eliminated for simplicity by using the identities in equation (10) .
III. Error analysis of three velocity integration algorithms
The velocity integration algorithm with the approximate velocity rotation compensation term can be formulated as follows [2, 4] : 
The cross product term, traditionally denoted as the velocity rotation compensation term [2, 4] , is identified here as the approximate velocity rotation compensation term relative to the exact velocity rotation compensation term, which was presented by Savage in Ref.
2. The integral term of equation (11) is traditionally denoted as sculling, and is the basis for the high-speed portion of two-speed velocity update algorithms [2] [3] [4] [5] .
The Taylor series of the velocity integration algorithm (11) is calculated and compared with equation (9), and then the error of the velocity algorithm with the approximate compensation term is obtained: 
Equation (12) reveals that the error of the velocity integration algorithm with the approximate rotation compensation term is third order in powers of time interval and proportional to the triple cross product of angular rate and specific force. For applications where the amplitudes of the angular rate and specific force are small, the error expressed by equation (12) is small and could be ignored. However, under extreme maneuvers, the angular rate and specific force may have large amplitudes [2] , and then the error may not be ignored relative to the error caused by the inertial sensors.
Savage derived an exact solution for equation (1) under constant angular rate/specific force conditions, which plus the sculling term constitutes a new velocity integration algorithm as follows. 
The sum of the second and third terms in equation (13) is denoted as the exact velocity rotation compensation term [2] . 
It is found by comparing equation (14) with (12) that under maneuver, the velocity integration algorithm with the exact rotation compensation term is in error to fourth order in powers of time interval, and is one order more accurate than that with the appropriate rotation compensation term. Therefore, the exact rotation compensation term should be used to replace the appropriate one for improved performance during maneuvers.
In addition, equations (12) and (14) reveal that under constant angular rate/specific force conditions, the error of (15) is calculated and compared with equation (9) . Then the error of 1 () 
It is revealed by equation (16) 
After much routine algebra, using the identities expressed by equation (10) to eliminate the dot products and change the sequence of elements in some cross products, equation (17) can be transformed to 
Comparing equation (18) with (16) shows that two error expressions are exactly the same, which validates the error expression for the high-speed algorithm set c in Ref. 3 . Moreover, equation (16) is the total error of the velocity integration algorithm(15), while equation (18) is the error of the high-speed algorithm. Therefore, the consistency between the two error expressions verifies to some extent that the basic moderate-speed algorithm in (15) is exact. 2) FifOrd-the fifth order (FifOrd) Taylor series expansion solution, calculated by substituting values of angular rate/specific force and their analytical derivatives into equation (9) . Therefore, its error is
3) ViaArc-the velocity integration algorithm (Via) with the approximate rotation compensation (Arc) term, Velocity solutions are calculated according to corresponding equations, and listed in Table 1 .
Table 1 Velocity Solutions
FifOrd is the basis for the error equations derived in the paper, so its error should be calculated first. The Therefore, equation (9) can be used as the reference for evaluating errors of other velocity integration algorithms.
Then the simulated algorithm errors are calculated by comparing velocity solutions with ExaCon, and the analytical errors are calculated according to their error equations. The two kinds of errors are listed and compared in Table 2 . Comparing the simulated error and the analytical error of every algorithm (ViaArc, for example) in Table 2 shows the consistency between them, which validates error equations derived in this paper. It can be seen from Table 2 that ViaErc is one order in powers of iteration time interval more accurate than ViaArc, which validates the discussion below equation (14). That is, the velocity integration algorithm with the exact rotation compensation term is one order more accurate than the one with the approximate rotation compensation term. Therefore, the exact velocity rotation compensation term should be used to replace the approximate one to improve the accuracy of velocity updating under maneuvers. (17), the result is the same as that in Table 2 , which demonstrates that error equation (16) is identical to equation(17).
V. Conclusion
Utilizing the Taylor series expansion, errors of three classical velocity integration algorithms under maneuvers are derived, in terms of angular rate/specific force and their derivatives. The velocity integration algorithm with the exact rotation compensation term is in error to fourth order in powers of iteration time interval and one order more accurate than that with the approximate rotation compensation term. Therefore, the exact velocity rotation compensation term should be used to replace the approximate rotation compensation term for improved performance under maneuvers. The general velocity integration algorithm based on the simplified versions of rotation and velocity translation vectors is in error to fifth order in powers of iteration time interval. That is, ViaGen is one order more accurate than ViaErc and two orders more accurate than ViaArc.
Based on the error equations, all these three velocity integration algorithms could be selected for practical applications according to the inertial sensor accuracy, the algorithm repetition rate, and the anticipated sensor assembly maneuver environment.
Moreover, errors of other velocity integration algorithms under maneuvers can be analyzed and compared using the method of analysis in this paper.
